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Greg,
RSG has projected the trip generation and distribution associated with the proposed Capitol Plaza
hotel and parking garage in Montpelier, Vermont. The following memo explains the project
background, previous studies, existing background traffic, trip generation, and trip distribution.
PROJECT BACKGROUND
Our understanding of the proposed project is as follows:
An 81-room hotel and a 348-space parking garage will be constructed behind (south of) the
existing Capitol Plaza Hotel and Conference Center on the existing parking lot (see Figure 1
and Figure 2).
The parking garage will be built on two properties
(see Figure 1 and Figure 2).

the Capitol Plaza lot and the Heney lot

The site lies on the corner of State Street to the north and Taylor Street to the west and has
access to both streets via existing curb cuts. The distribution of new trips leaving and
entering the site are assumed to be the same as the existing traffic flows.
Building the parking garage and hotel on the existing surface parking lot will remove 185
surface parking spaces. Therefore, the garage will create a net gain of 163 spaces on the site.
200 spaces will be leased to the hotels. 80 spaces will be leased as monthly passes. 30 spaces
will be leased to a new 25-unit multifamily housing project, and the remaining 38 spaces will
be used as pay-by-the hour spaces. We assume these hourly spaces will be utilized by retail
shoppers for our analysis
The garage will provide additional pay-by-the hour spaces as demand allows, and these
spaces will generate more trips than the other uses. To be conservative, our analysis assumes
that the hotel is half-full with the remaining spaces devoted to retail shoppers. Additional
details are included in the Parking and Trip Generation section.
RSG wrote a memo describing the existing background traffic and traffic generated by the
proposed hotel dated March 1, 2018, which referenced a 2015 study by DuBois and King
studying traffic operations at the intersection of Taylor Street and State Street and a draft bus
circulation study by DuBois and King. This memo ex
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FIGURE 1: PROJECT LOCATION MAP

FIGURE 2: SITE LAYOUT
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The new hotel and the 49 PM peak hour trips associated with it have already received
approval at the City level. This memo includes trips associated with the new hotel due to the
nature of the parking analysis.
This study investigates traffic changes associated with the new hotel and parking garage at
two intersections:
o

State Street/Taylor Street and

o

State Street/Elm Street.

This study uses parking and trip generation rates from the Institute of Transportation
(ITE) publications Parking Generation1 and Trip Generation Manual2 to calculate
parking and trip generation respectively.
This study assumes a design year of 2025.
SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS STUDIES AND BACKGROUND TRAFFIC
In their 2015 study, DuBois and King studied traffic operations at the intersection of Taylor Street
and State Street. This is a stop-controlled intersection where State Street, running east-west, is free
and Taylor Street (northbound) and Governor Davis Avenue (southbound) have stop signs. They
found that traffic volumes had been declining in recent years. Although they counted turning
movements at the intersection in 2015, they used higher 2013 counts by VTrans to assess level of
service (LOS). Using Synchro3, they found that, in the PM peak hour, the Taylor Street and
Governor Davis Avenue approaches experience LOS F and E respectively. This intersection did not
meet the warrant for a traffic signal. It did meet the warrant for all-way stop control, but that created
unacceptable LOS on the State Street approaches.
Given the poor level of service of these side streets and the result of the all-way stop control warrant,
lanes on Taylor Street while removing the right turn lane from eastbound State Street. The City plans
to implement this change in an upcoming road maintenance project, and analysis in this memo
assumes that the change has taken place. According to the Synchro worksheets in report, the changes
result in a northbound left/through lane with LOS F and a right turn lane with LOS B.
DuBois and King also performed field measurement of delays, and the Taylor Street approach
showed delays equivalent to LOS D. They concluded that the Synchro analysis was overly
conservative and that actual delays were not excessive for peak hour conditions. It should be noted
that the Synchro analysis included peak hour factors (PHF) of 0.76 and 0.84 on the State Street
approaches (PHF less than 1.0 create larger volumes), and these increased the volumes used in the
Synchro analysis. VTrans traditionally increases volumes to a design hour volume (DHV) and then
uses a PHF of 1.0, i.e. does not increase volumes with a PHF.
Institute of Transportation Engineers, Parking Generation 4th Edition (Washington, D.C.: Institute of
Transportation Engineers, 2010).
2 Institute of Transportation Engineers, Trip Generation 10th Edition (Washington, D.C.: Institute of
Transportation Engineers, 2017).
3 A traffic analysis software by Trafficware which implements Highway Capacity Analysis equations
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The bus circulation study is still in a draft version, so its volumes are not finalized. DuBois and King
presented 2022 traffic volumes at the intersection of Taylor Street and the future One Taylor Transit
Center (south of the proposed hotel). These volumes are approximately 50 percent higher than the
volumes in the 2015 study along Taylor Street between State Street and the Carr Lot. They include
traffic from the busses using the proposed Transit Center and the proposed apartment building on
this site. DuBois and King note that it is likely that traffic will actually decrease with the addition of
the Transit Center because the Carr Lot traffic will be removed. For this reason our traffic
projections are not changed to account for the Transit Center.
using the Taylor Street volumes
se were the most recent traffic projections. VTrans
published a 2018 Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) volume for State Street west of Taylor
Street which is used here to update the background traffic.
The 2017 VTrans Redbook recommends using the %K value of a nearby Continuous Traffic
Counter (CTC) to estimate DHV from AADT. The 2018 AADT on State street west of Taylor Street
is 7,262 vehicles per day. The closest CTC is W024 on Memorial Drive, which has a 2017 %K value
of 12.2%. The resulting DHV on State Street west of Taylor Street is 886 vehicles during the peak
hour. This is less than the 949 vehicles counted in the 2013 traffic counts and would indicate that the
2013 counts should be reduced for a traffic analysis. This analysis follows
methodology of using the 2013 turning movement counts without reducing them.
The Redbook expects traffic to grow 3% between 2018 and 2025, so the 2013 turning movement
counts are increased by 3%. Based on DuBois
than the 2013 turning movement counts, traffic has not increased in recent years. However, to follow
the Redbook methodology, this analysis grows DHV traffic volumes by 3%.
Trip generation of the new hotel from the March 1, 2018 memo (49 PM trips) remains unchanged.
Future trip distribution is typically assumed to follow existing traffic flows. RSG observed vehicles
entering and exiting the two project driveways on February 20, 2018 during the PM peak traffic hour
(4:30-5:30 PM). Figure 3 shows the observed entrances and exits at the site driveways and the
approximate distribution of trips entering and exiting the site.
FIGURE 3: OBSERVED ENTRANCES AND EXITS AND TRIP DISTRIBUTION
Approximate Observed Trip Distribution
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Figure 4 shows the background traffic after adjusting for traffic growth to 2025.
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FIGURE 4: BACKGROUND TRAFFIC 2025

PARKING AND TRIP GENERATION
Trip Generation is the number of trips a land use is expected to generate over a given time period
based on previous observations in the Trip Generation Manual. Trip generation is used to understand
how traffic will change as land uses change. Similarly, parking generation is the number of parking
spots a land use is expected to require based on previous observations in Parking Generation. Both
parking and trip generation are based on the size of a land use.
This study examines the trip generation of an 81-room hotel and the net gain of 163 parking spaces
at the project site. Trip generation for the hotel is straightforward, as explained in our previous
memo.
The proposed parking garage will not create new trips on the road network since people will not visit
Except for the hotel guests, these vehicles parking at the garage are already on the road network.
Since they are going to a nearby land use, they may already be driving past the site in search of a
parking space. In that case, the trip generation of the parking garage is zero trips.
However, if one assumes that the vehicles entering and exiting the garage were originally not
traversing Taylor Street or State Street, then these vehicles will add volume to the study intersections.
They may also be removed from traffic volumes from other parts of the City that are outside the
scope of this study. To be conservative, this analysis assumes that all trips associated with the garage
are new trips at the project intersections. It is possible that the actual impact of the new garage will
be smaller than estimated here.
The 348 parking garage spaces are associated with four land uses, whose trips are modeled based on
ITE land use types.
Hotel, ITE 310

200 spaces

Multifamily Housing, ITE 221

30 spaces

Hourly Spaces, ITE 820 Shopping Center

38 spaces, additional spaces as supply allows

Monthly Spaces, ITE 701 (parking) or 710 (trips) General Office Building

80 spaces

The garage will create 163 net new parking spaces whose trip generation is modeled here, 47% of the
348 garage spaces. These spaces are distributed to the land uses according to the above proportion in
Figure 5. When spaces are not in use, they will be leased out on a pay-by-hour basis, also modeled as
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820 Shopping Center. For this analysis, we assume that that half of the hotel spaces (47) are available
as pay-by-hour (see Figure 5). The ITE 820 land use generates more trips than the hotel land use, so
this scenario provides a more conservative approach.
FIGURE 5: NEW PARKING SPACE ALLOCATIONS WHEN HOTEL IS FULL AND HALF-FULL

The number of Hotel rooms and Multifamily Housing units are known: 81 and 25 total units
respectively. Since only 47% of the spaces are considered new, 12 of the 25 proposed Multifamily
housing units will be modeled. All trips associated with the new hotel will be modeled; assuming the
hotel is half full results in 41 rooms generating trips. No trips associated with the existing Capitol
Plaza hotel will be modeled because they are already part of background traffic.
The size of pay-by-hour and office building land uses are not known, so the ITE Parking Generation
rate is used to calculate the size of a land use that the available parking can serve. This calculated land
use size is then used to calculate the trip generation (Figure 6). Note that ITE Land Use 701 Office
Building is used for parking generation while ITE Land Use 710 General Office Building is used for
trip generation because Parking Generation and Trip Generation Manual do not have the same land use
numbers for General Office Building.
FIGURE 6: TRIP GENERATION TABLE

The new parking garage and hotel are projected to generate 55 and 103 trips distributed between the
site driveways in the AM and PM peak hours, respectively.
TRIP DISTRIBUTION
Future trip distribution is typically assumed to follow existing traffic flows. Figure 7 shows the
projected trip distribution according the observed existing traffic flows in Figure 3.
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FIGURE 7: TRIP DISTRIBUTION DURING PEAK TRAFFIC HOURS
New Trip Distribution - PM Peak Trip Generation
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The new trips projected to be generated by the hotel and parking garage represent a modest increase
in traffic at the two study intersections. During the PM peak hour, the project is projected to
generate 30 trips that will pass through the Taylor Street and State Street intersection and 49 trips
through the State Street and Elm Street intersection (Figure 8). 26 trips are projected to pass by the
Transit Center s entrance during the PM peak traffic hour, approximately one trip every two minutes.
FIGURE 8: NEW TRIPS THROUGH PROJECT INTERSECTIONS

Figure 9 shows the total traffic volume expected at the project intersections after the project.
FIGURE 9: INTERSECTION VOLUMES AFTER PROJECT

4
VTrans
considered when the proposed development generates 75 or more peak hour trips directly accessing

Vermont Agency of Transportation Policy and Planning Division. Traffic Impact Study Guidelines. Electronic
document, 2018. https://vtrans.vermont.gov/sites/aot/files/planning/documents/trafficresearch/
TISGuidelinesRevisedSeptember2018CGC.pdf
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or more trips. Due to traffic being distributed between the two driveways, no intersection will see an
increase of 75 of more trips.
LEVEL OF SERVICE RESULTS
Level-of-service (LOS) is a qualitative measure describing the operating conditions as perceived by
motorists driving in a traffic stream. LOS is calculated using the procedures outlined in the 2010
Highway Capacity Manual. In addition to traffic volumes, key inputs include the number of lanes at
each intersection, traffic control type (signalized or unsignalized), and the traffic signal timing plans.
The 2010 Highway Capacity Manual defines six qualitative grades to describe the level of service at
an intersection. Level-of-Service is based on the average control delay per vehicle. Figure 10 shows
the various LOS grades and descriptions for signalized and unsignalized intersections.
FIGURE 10: LEVEL-OF-SERVICE CRITERIA FOR SIGNALIZED AND UNSIGNALIZED INTERSECTIONS
UNSIGNALIZED

SIGNALIZED

TOTAL DELAY (SEC)

TOTAL DELAY (SEC)

LOS

CHARACTERISTICS

A

Little or no delay

B

Short delays

10.1-15.0

10.1-20.0

C

Average delays

15.1-25.0

20.1-35.0

D

Long delays

25.1-35.0

35.1-55.0

E

Very long delays

35.1-50.0

55.1-80.0

F

Extreme delays

> 50.0

> 80.0

The Highway Capacity Manual congestion reports within Synchro (v9), a traffic analysis software
package from Trafficware routinely relied upon by transportation engineering professionals, were
used to assess traffic congestion at the study intersections. Figure 11 shows projected LOS and delay
for the study intersection before and after the project is completed for the AM and PM peak hours in
2025.
FIGURE 11: LOS AT STUDY INTERSECTIONS

Most approaches are projected to operate within an acceptable level of service. However, the
northbound left/through lane on Taylor Street is projected to operate at LOS F before and after the
project. This is similar to DuBois and King s finding in their 2015 study of the intersection. Also, this
methodology does not account for drivers on State Street waving in Taylor street turns, which
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happens frequently. For that reason, the delays experienced by drivers turning off Taylor Street may
be less than projected.
Based on our findings, we conclude that the LOS at the study intersections will be acceptable for
most approaches. For the northbound approach at Taylor Street, the operations are expected to be in
a failed condition with and without traffic from the proposed project.
Please let me know if you have any questions about this material or require additional information.
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